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Quark confinement by the strong interaction is a major 
complication in testing the Standard Model

ATLAS@LHC

A fully nonperturbative treatment 
of Quantum Chromodynamics is 
necessary to connect observed 
hadron properties with those of 
quarks - vital for flavour physics. 
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Overview of progress in Lattice QCD since 2014 -  
key messages
•Lattice QCD methods - now working with physical 
mu/d. 
• Update of kaon physics - very accurate 
calculations possible for hadronic quantities 
needed for Kl2, Kl3. QED/mu.ne.md being added.
• Update of charm physics - use of relativistic 
actions means accuracy approaching that of kaon 
for decay constants. Semileptonic form factors 
being improved. 
• Update of bottom physics - lots of work going on, 
and errors going down, but a lot still to do. Will 
move to relativistic actions eventually …
• Conclusions



Lattice QCD =  fully nonperturbative, 
based on Path Integral formalism

a

Z
DUD�D� exp(�

Z
LQCDd4x)basic 

integral

discretise quark and gluon fields in a 
4-d space-(Euclidean)time volume

a=0.1fm, N = 503x100, gives 
multi-million dimensional integral

Integrating over quark fields leaves 
gluon field integral.  
Sea quarks appear through  
Valence quarks through 

M = � ·D +mq
LQCD,q =  M 

detM
M�1



Lattice QCD =  two-step procedure
1) Generate sets of gluon fields for 
Monte Carlo integrn of Path Integral 
(inc effect of u, d, s, (c) sea quarks)

2) Calculate valence quark 
propagators and combine for “hadron 
correlators” 

• Determine      and fix       to get 
results in physical units.

a mq

• Fit for masses and matrix elements

a
• cost increases as               
and with statistics, volume.

a ! 0,ml ! phys

*numerically extremely challenging*

*numerically costly, data intensive*



Calculations need many 
millions of core-hours of high 
performance computing time 
around the world. Costs money! 

Darwin@Cambridge - 
part of UK’s DiRAC 
facility

Lattice 2016 conference: 
 www.southampton.ac.uk/lattice2016/

http://www.southampton.ac.uk/lattice2016/


Quark formalisms

Many ways to discretise Dirac Lagrangian onto lattice. 
All should give same answers at physical point. Results 
now from multiple approaches - comparison tests 
systematic error analysis.  

Issues are: Discretisation errors at power 
                  Numerical speed of Dirac matrix inversion 
                  Chiral symmetry/Quark doubling 
                  Normalisation of current operators                    

an

relativistic : asqtad, clover, domain-wall, highly-improved 
staggered quarks (HISQ), twisted mass ….
non-relativistic : HQET, NRQCD
mixed : clover (Fermilab formalism), RHQ



Example parameters for ‘2nd generation’ calculations now 
being done with staggered quarks.

*physical 
mu/d  *

mass of u,d 
quarks

Volume:

mu,d ⇡ ms/10

mu,d ⇡ ms/27

“2nd generation” 
lattices inc. c 
quarks in sea

m⇡L > 3

HISQ = Highly 
improved 
staggered quarks -
very accurate 
discretisation 

135 MeV
m⇡0 =

E.Follana, et al, 
HPQCD, hep-lat/
0610092.

mu = md

= ml
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Easiest calculation : meson ‘2point’ functions - give 
masses and decay constants. 

h0|H†(T )H(0)|0i =
X

n

Ane
�mnT

masses of all 
hadrons with 
quantum 
numbers of H|h0|H|ni|2

2mn

decay constant 
parameterises amplitude to 
annihilate via current H.  If 
H couples to W/photon can 
compare to exptl  
decay rate to leptons.  

QCD HH

=
f2
nmn

2
An =

large! A0e
�m0T

T

Key issue is normalisation 
of H.  Absolute normalisation 
comes from symmetry in some 
cases. Otherwise must ‘match’ to 
continuum renormln scheme. 

J/ 

e+

e�

M�1
xy



Example (state-of-the-art) calculation 

R. Dowdall et al, HPQCD, 1303.1670.

Extract meson mass and 
amplitude=decay constant  
(absolutely normalised since 
PCAC exact) from correlator 
for multiple lattice spacings 
and mu/d. 
Very high statistics

Convert decay constant to 
GeV units using       to fix 
lattice spacing.  
Note: small but visible 
discretisation errors. 
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FIG. 3: Fit results for the ⇡, K, and ⌘s decay constants
as functions of the light-quark mass for three di↵erent lat-
tice spacings: 0.15 fm (top/blue), 0.12 fm (middle/green), and
0.09 fm (bottom/red). The data shown are from Table III,
with corrections for errors in the s masses, and for finite-
volume errors. The lines show our fit with the best-fit values
of the fit parameters. The dashed line is the a = 0 extrap-
olation, and the gray band shows our continuum results at
the physical light quark mass point with m` = (mu +md)/2.
The current experimental result for f⇡+

is also shown (black
point). Note that the three plots are against very di↵er-
ent scales in the vertical direction: the range covered in the
f⇡ plot is 10 times larger than that covered in the f⌘

s

plot.

the physical light quark mass limit (with the light-quark
mass equal to the u�d average). The fit is excellent with
a �

2 per degree of freedom of 0.42 (p-value 0.99), fitting
39 pieces of data. There are 61 parameters, each with a

FIG. 4: Fit results for fK/f⇡ evaluated at the physical light
quark mass limit, with m` = (mu+md)/2, for di↵erent lattice
spacings. The data shown are from Table III, with corrections
for errors in the quark masses, and for finite-volume errors.
The top curve and data are from our analysis using w

0

to set
the lattice spacing; the middle results are from our analysis
using r

1

instead of w
0

; and the bottom results are from our
analysis using

p
t
0

. The gray band shows the final result from
the w

0

analysis.

Bayesian prior. The final results are:

f

⇡

= 130.39(20) MeV f

K

+

/f

⇡

+ = 1.1916(21)

f

K

+ = 155.37(34) MeV f

⌘

s

/M

⌘

s

= 0.2631(11)

f

⌘

s

= 181.14(55) MeV M

2
⌘

s

/(2M

2
K

� M

2
⇡

) = 1.0063(64)

M

⌘

s

= 688.5(2.2) MeV f

⌘

s

/(2f

K

� f

⇡

) = 0.9997(17)

w0 = 0.1715(9) fm (18)

Clearly the result for f

⇡

contains no new information be-
yond the input value from experiment that was included
as a fit parameter. The K

+ results here are adjusted to
correct the valence light-quark mass, as discussed above.
We find that the K

+ decay constant is 0.27(7)% lower
than the decay constant for a kaon whose valence light-
quark’s mass equals the u�d average mass.

Error budgets for several of our results are presented
in Table V. Our fits are unchanged if we include addi-
tional higher-order chiral or a

2 corrections, beyond what
is discussed above. Omitting results from any one of our
configuration sets shifts the mean values by no more than
one standard deviation and usually much less. Omit-
ting results from the smallest lattice spacing (0.09 fm)
gives the same mean values but with standard deviations
that are 2.5 times larger. Omitting the most chiral re-
sults (m

s

/m

l

> 25) shifts the means by about 1/3 of a
standard deviation and increases the standard deviation
by 50%. These last two tests are evidence that our a

2 and
chiral extrapolations are stable and robust.

As a check of the ‘statistical+svdcut’ elements of the
error budget we repeated the analysis using correlator
results binned over many more adjacent configurations.
We used a bin size of 16 corresponding to 80 molecular
dynamics time units (64 or 96 on set 8 depending on
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We find that the K

+ decay constant is 0.27(7)% lower
than the decay constant for a kaon whose valence light-
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Error budgets for several of our results are presented
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tional higher-order chiral or a

2 corrections, beyond what
is discussed above. Omitting results from any one of our
configuration sets shifts the mean values by no more than
one standard deviation and usually much less. Omit-
ting results from the smallest lattice spacing (0.09 fm)
gives the same mean values but with standard deviations
that are 2.5 times larger. Omitting the most chiral re-
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> 25) shifts the means by about 1/3 of a
standard deviation and increases the standard deviation
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2 and
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3pt functions  

DK

J

T

t

momentum p

Join 3 propagators. Multi-
exponential fit  
as a function of t, T along 
with 2pt allows extraction of 
hK|J |Di for a range of q2 values from q2max (zero 

recoil) to q2=0 (max K momentum) 

< K|V µ|D >= f+(q2)

pµ

D + pµ
K �

M2
D �M2

K

q2
qµ

�

+f0(q2)
M2

D �M2
K

q2
qµexptl rate depends on f+; f0 

appears for τ in final state

Convert matrix element to form factors e.g 

f0(0) = f+(0)

Issues for lattice are normln of ops, disc. errors away from zero recoil, 
fitting form factor shape (now all use z-expansion). Focus on ‘gold-
plated hadrons’, approaches to resonances being developed. 
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Vud Vus Vub
π! lν K! lν B! πlν

K! πlν
Vcd Vcs Vcb

D! lν Ds! lν B! Dlν
D! πlνD! Klν
Vtd Vts Vtb

hBd|Bdi hBs|Bsi

1

CCCCCCCCCCA

Weak decays give access to CKM matrix

Accurate CKM element determination requires accurate 
experiment AND accurate lattice QCD. 

Vus
K

Expt = CKM x theory(QCD)
Br(M ! µ⌫) / V 2

abf
2
M

µ
⌫

B D⇤

⌫
µVcb

Bs Bs

|VtsVtb|2
‘3-point’ 
functions

or other 
hadronic 
parameter
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Experiment : weak decays
: em decays

Lattice QCD : predictions
: postdictions

Meson decay constants - summary plot ordered by value
Parameterises hadronic information needed 
for annihilation rate to W or photon: � / f2

 2012
B ! ⇥�

1503.05762, 1408.5768,1302.2644, 1303.1670

decay constants of 
vector mesons now 
being pinned down 

0.5% accuracy from lattice QCD 
now : FNAL/MILC 1407.3772 

0.2% accurate
Vus

Vub
VcsVcd

2% accurate
B(s) ! µ=µ�



Kaon physics



High accuracy from several groups for  hadronic parameters 
needed to obtain Vus from                 ,                          K ! ⇡`⌫

f0 that occurs in the effective Lagrangian and represents the value of fπ in the chiral limit.
Although trading fπ for f0 in the expression for the NLO term affects the result only at
NNLO, it may make a significant numerical difference in calculations where the latter are
not explicitly accounted for (the lattice results concerning the value of the ratio fπ/f0 are
reviewed in Sec. 5.3).

[223]
[224]
[225]
[226]
[227]

Figure 7: Comparison of lattice results (squares) for f+(0) and fK±/fπ± with various model
estimates based on χPT (blue circles). The ratio fK±/fπ± is obtained in pure QCD including
the SU(2) isospin-breaking correction (see Sec. 4.3). The black squares and grey bands
indicate our estimates. The significance of the colours is explained in Sec. 2.

The lattice results shown in the left panel of Fig. 7 indicate that the higher order contri-
butions ∆f ≡ f+(0) − 1− f2 are negative and thus amplify the effect generated by f2. This
confirms the expectation that the exotic contributions are small. The entries in the lower part
of the left panel represent various model estimates for f4. In Ref. [227] the symmetry-breaking
effects are estimated in the framework of the quark model. The more recent calculations are
more sophisticated, as they make use of the known explicit expression for the Kℓ3 form fac-
tors to NNLO in χPT [226, 228]. The corresponding formula for f4 accounts for the chiral
logarithms occurring at NNLO and is not subject to the ambiguity mentioned above.17 The
numerical result, however, depends on the model used to estimate the low-energy constants
occurring in f4 [223–226]. The figure indicates that the most recent numbers obtained in this
way correspond to a positive or an almost vanishing rather than a negative value for ∆f . We
note that FNAL/MILC 12I [23] have made an attempt at determining a combination of some
of the low-energy constants appearing in f4 from lattice data.

4.3 Direct determination of f+(0) and fK±/fπ±

All lattice results for the form factor f+(0) and many available results for the ratio of decay
constants, that we summarize here in Tabs. 13 and 14, respectively, have been computed in
isospin-symmetric QCD. The reason for this unphysical parameter choice is that there are
only few simulations of SU(2) isospin-breaking effects in lattice QCD, which is ultimately

17Fortran programs for the numerical evaluation of the form factor representation in Ref. [226] are available
on request from Johan Bijnens.
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TABLE V: Sources of uncertainty in the final results
(Eq. (18)) for the K+ decay constant, the ratio of K+ to ⇡+

decay constants, the ⌘s mass, and the Wilson flow parame-
ter w

0

.

fK+

fK+

/f⇡+

m⌘
s

w
0

statistics + svd cut 0.13% 0.13% 0.28% 0.26%
chiral extrapolation 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.15

a2 ! 0 extrapolation 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.27
finite volume correction 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02

w
0

/a uncertainty 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.28
f⇡+

experiment 0.13 0.03 0.07 0.19
mu/md uncertainty 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00

Total 0.22% 0.18% 0.33% 0.54%

stream). This gives the same final result within 0.5� and
the same errors.

The a

2 variation of our simulation results is quite small
(1–2 standard deviations) across our entire range of lat-
tice spacings. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where we show
simulation results for f

K

/f

⇡

in the physical light quark
mass limit for our three lattice spacings (top curve);
the gray band is the a = 0 result. This behavior is in
marked contrast with what we obtain if we set the lat-
tice spacing using

p
t0 (bottom curve). The two methods

agree to within 1.3 standard deviations when extrapo-
lated to a = 0, but the variation with a

2 in the
p

t0 anal-
ysis is much larger. This agrees with the findings of [13]
that

p
t0 has larger discretisation errors than w0 when

compared to hadronic quantities. We have also redone
our analysis using r1 (middle curve). These results are
similar to those from the w0 analysis, and give an extrap-
olated value that agrees with that analysis to within half
a standard deviation. These two analyses also give:

p
t0 = 0.1420(8) fm

r1 = 0.3112(30) fm (19)

We use quite broad priors for w0,
p

t0, and r1 in our fits:
0.1755(175), 0.1400(140), and 0.3150(320), respectively.
They have little e↵ect on the fit results.

Finally, we give the Gasser-Leutwyler low-energy con-
stants from the NLO term in our chiral fit. These are
evaluated at scale M

⌘

and given in units of 10�3.

L4 = 0.36(34) L6 = 0.32(20)

L5 = 2.00(25) L8 = 0.77(15)

2L6 � L4 = 0.28(17) 2L8 � L5 = �0.46(20)

(20)

Values agree well with other chiral analyses, for example
the MILC analysis on configurations including u, d and
s asqtad sea quarks [31]. The errors on the low-energy
constants reflect the fact that we allow for higher order
terms beyond NLO chiral perturbation theory in our fits.

Chiral extrapolation contributes much less to our error
budget here than in our previous analyses. This is ex-
pected because we have lattice results for m

`

very close

to the physical mass; indeed, m

`

is actually slightly below
the physical mass, so we are interpolating. We checked
our chiral extrapolation in several ways:

• We replaced the fixed value of f0 that sets the chi-
ral scale in Eqs. (8) and (9) with the floating pa-
rameter that corresponds to f

⇡

in the chiral limit.
Any changes should be absorbed by the higher-
order mass-dependent terms in the chiral fit, so this
tests whether we have included enough higher or-
der terms. Changing f0 in this way had negligible
e↵ect on our final answers (around �/20).

• We replaced SU(3) chiral perturbation theory with
SU(2) chiral perturbation theory, where the chiral
parameters for pions, kaons and the ⌘

s

are allowed
to di↵er. Unlike in the SU(3) case, it is possible
to fit our data with the SU(2) theory expanded
only through next-to-leading order (NLO); results
are the same as above to within 1�, with slightly
smaller errors. We prefer to include analytic terms
from next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) and
above to ensure that we have not underestimated
our errors. This again gives results that agree with
those in Eq. (18) (to better than 0.5�) but now with
slightly larger errors (by 0.1�). See [32] and [31] for
a comparison of SU(2) and SU(3) chiral fits with
similar conclusions for results with asqtad u, d and
s sea quarks.

• We repeated our analysis using staggered chiral
perturbation theory through one-loop [26] supple-
mented by higher order terms in meson masses and
discretisation e↵ects, as given earlier in Eqs. (7),
(12) and (13). Staggered chiral perturbation theory
explicitly incorporates discretisation e↵ects that
arise when using staggered quarks because of the
multiple tastes of mesons that can appear in loop
terms in the chiral expansion. The standard chiral
logarithm terms are modified to include multiple
tastes and in addition there are ‘hairpin’ correction
terms that also depend on taste-splittings. The fi-
nal e↵ect from these two terms is very benign, even
at physical quark masses. We find that final re-
sults from our fits di↵er by less than 0.5� from the
results given above in Eq. (18).

These tests give us confidence that our estimates of the
errors due to our chiral fits are reliable.

IV. DISCUSSION

Eq. (18) lists a number of outputs from our analysis.
The key result is that for f

K

+ and in particular the ratio
f

K

+

/f

⇡

+ needed to make use of Eq. (2). This is obtained
with an error of 0.18%.

Fig. 5 compares our new result for f

K

+

/f

⇡

+ to earlier
values on n

f

= 2 + 1 + 1 (u, d, s and c sea quarks) [10]
and n

f

= 2 + 1 (u, d, s sea quarks) configurations [5–9].

error budget 
example: 
HPQCD, 
1303.1670 

0.25% 0.3%
K ! `⌫

Lattice uncertainties under 
good control, reduce 
further by including QED 
on lattice

Simula:Thurs 2:30pm

FLAG: 
1607.00299



Some tension (2σ) in Vus determinations 

1. Introduction

�
u

= �0.00126(37)
V

us

(41)
V

ud

! ⇠ 2� tension

(similar results with f+(0)
RBC/UKQCD

= 0.9685(34)(14) 1504.01692 and

f+(0)
ETMC

= 0.9709(46) 1602.04113)

0.2200 0.2250 0.2300

|Vus |

Unitarity

Kl3 + f+(0) 

Kl2 + fK+

-> s inclusive

-> K ν

-> K ν / τ −>  π ν

Kl3 + f+ (0) 

τ

τ

τ

Bijnens & Ecker 2015

+ fK / f
π

+ fK

Kl3 + f+(0) RBC/UKQCD 2015

Kl3 + f+(0) 

ETMC 2016

FNAL/MILC 2013

Lusiani,Passemar CKM2014

Luisiani CKM2014

Rosner,Stone,Van de Water 2016

Hardy & Towner 2015

Nf =2+1+1

Nf =2+1+1

Nf =2+1

CHPT

checking for SM consistency

Probe the W-boson coupling to u and d

quarks via the vector current (semilept.)

and the axial current (leptonic)

⇠ 2.2� tension

Gamiz:Lattice2016

W coupling to  
        : 
                (Kl2)  
uses axial 
current,  
               (Kl3)  
uses vector 
current

us

Lattice QCD 
input from HVP 
can improve 
result here 
Maltman: 
Wed,12:30

K ! `⌫

K ! ⇡`⌫

Comparison to |Vus| from other sources

0.215 0.22 0.225 0.23 0.235 0.24
|Vus|

Kl3 decays

Γ[K
µ2]

3-family unitarity, HT14 Vud

τ  FB FESR, HFAG14

τ FB FESR, HLMZ15

τ, lattice [N=3, C=0.3 GeV2]

τ, lattice [N=4, C=0.6 GeV2]

τ, lattice [N=5, C=0.8 GeV2]



Figure 15: Recent unquenched lattice results for the RGI B parameter B̂K. The grey bands
indicate our global averages described in the text. For Nf = 2+ 1+ 1 and Nf = 2 the global
estimate coincide with the results by ETM12D and ETM10A, respectively.

extensive investigation of systematic uncertainties. We identify the result from ETM12D [46],
which is an update of ETM10A, with the currently best global estimate for two-flavour QCD,
i.e.

Nf = 2 : B̂K = 0.727(22)(12), BMS
K (2GeV) = 0.531(16)(19) Ref. [46]. (119)

The result in the MS scheme has been obtained by applying the same conversion factor of
1.369 as in the three-flavour theory.

6.3 Kaon BSM B parameters

We now report on lattice results concerning the matrix elements of operators that encode
the effects of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) to the mixing of neutral kaons. In
this theoretical framework both the SM and BSM contributions add up to reproduce the
experimentally observed value of ϵK . Since BSM contributions involve heavy but unobserved
particles, it is natural to assume that they are short-distance dominated. The effective Hamil-
tonian for generic ∆S = 2 processes including BSM contributions reads

H∆S=2
eff,BSM =

5∑

i=1

Ci(µ)Qi(µ), (120)

where Q1 is the four-quark operator of Eq. (101) that gives rise to the SM contribution to ϵK .
In the so-called SUSY basis introduced by Gabbiani et al. [410] the (parity-even) operators

110

%-level calcln of 4-quark op. matrix elements for K0 �K
0

ETM15 SWME15 RBC/UKQCD:1609.03334
nf 2 + 1 + 1 2 + 1 2 + 1 2 + 1

match RI�MOM 1� loop RI� SMOM RI�MOM
B2 0.46(3)(1) 0.525(1)(23) 0.488(7)(17) 0.417(6)(2)
B3 0.79(5)(1) 0.772(5)(35) 0.743(14)(65) 0.655(12)(44)
B4 0.78(4)(3) 0.981(3)(61) 0.920(12)(16) 0.745(9)(28)
B5 0.49(4)(1) 0.751(8)(68) 0.707(8)(44) 0.555(6)(53)

BSM (S/P) op. bag 
params.  
• VSA (B=1) violated  
• matching matters

K0 K
0

SUSY 
basis

1.3%

Q�S=2
HW

SM op. is (V-A)x(V-A) and 

BK(µ) =
hK0|Q|K0i
8f2

KM2
K/3

RGI form of BK

CKM constraint from      "K

ALSO: first calc of 
RBC/UKQCD: 
1505.07863 

but main uncty there from Vcb

Re("0K/"K) = 1.4(6.9)⇥ 10�4



Charm physics



MeV

RBC/UKQCD

RBC/UKQCD

D/Ds

Vcd/Vcs

D/Ds decay constants
Tsang, Tues 12:00

Tsang
0.5%  lattice QCD uncty  
possible with 2nd 
generation HISQ calcn 
(Fermilab/MILC1407.3772)
Limitation on CKM uncty is 
from exptl branching fraction

0.217(1)L(5)E 1.007(4)L(16)E



D ! ⇡ D ! K

D semileptonic decay form factors 
Ds ! �see also HPQCD, 1311.6987

Gamiz, Tues 4:10pm

�	�!#/�&'�"#5'3 �#55+%'�����(03���.'40/�1*:4+%4

Small errors due to

Physical light-quark masses
Improved charm-quark actions
+ fine lattice spacings

No renormalization (PCAC)

��.'40/�07'37+'8

��

200 250 300

fD (MeV)          fDs (MeV)        

ALPHA 13

ETM 09
ETM 11
ETM 13

FNAL/MILC 05

HPQCD 10
HPQCD 07

FNAL/MILC 11
HPQCD 12
χQCD 13

ETM 14
u, d, s, c sea

u, d, s sea

u, d sea

FLAG 13 Nf = 2+1 averages

TWQCD 14

FNAL/MILC 140.6% 0.5%

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

f+
Dπ(0)         f+

DK(0)        

ETM 11

HPQCD 11,10

FNAL/MILC 04

HPQCD 13

u, d, s sea

u, d sea

FLAG 13 Nf = 2+1 averages

4.4% 2.5%

Exptl and lattice results often quoted at q2=0 for CKM 
determination - however the whole q2 range is available !

van der Water Beauty2016

4

TABLE II. Results for form factors for D ! K decay at 3 or 4 q2 values per set corresponding to di↵erent K momenta.

Set q2a2 f
+

(q2) f
0

(q2) q2a2 f
+

(q2) f
0

(q2) q2a2 f
+

(q2) f
0

(q2) q2a2 f
0

(q2)
1 0.010 0.755(13) 0.753(14) 0.43 1.090(8) 0.896(5) 0.69 1.027(2)
2 0.002 0.751(8) 0.751(9) 0.34 0.994(5) 0.862(3) 0.53 1.218(14) 0.932(3) 0.68 1.0186(15)
3 0.001 0.747(9) 0.746(9) 0.16 0.974(5) 0.847(5) 0.26 1.200(14) 0.948(6) 0.34 1.011(2)

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 1.8
q2 bins in GeV2

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

1.05

1.1

1.15
Ra

tio
 E

xp
t/L

at
tic

e:
 V

cs
2

CLEO
BaBar
Belle
BESIII

errors: experiment
lattice

0
Totalsq2

max

FIG. 4. Ratio of experimental to lattice results in each q2

bin for D0 ! K�`+⌫, using CLEO [7] and BaBar [4] data.
The last 3 bins are total rates for BaBar [4], Belle [5] and
BESIII [6]. Error bars from experiment and from lattice QCD
are marked separately on each point. The horizontal lines give
our fitted result for V 2

cs with its error.

lations between bins for lattice QCD and for experiment
as well as the correlated systematic error between exper-
iments from the D lifetime. This comparison is shown
in Fig. 4 in which we plot the ratio of experiment to lat-
tice QCD for each bin, which is a value for |V

cs

|2 from
that bin. We also show the result of fitting a weighted
average over the bins to obtain a final value for |V

cs

|.
We use CLEO [7] and BaBar [4] binned data and BaBar,
Belle [5] and BESIII [6] total rates for D

0 ! K

� to ob-
tain |V

cs

| = 0.963(5)
expt

(14)(3)
lattice

. The first lattice
error includes statistical and extrapolation uncertainties.
The second includes other systematic errors: finite vol-
ume errors estimated from chiral perturbation theory [2]
and tuning errors in m

s

and m

c

estimated from com-
paring form factors with di↵erent quark masses such as
D ! K and D ! ⇡ [18]. Di↵erent subsets of experimen-
tal results give consistent values; the error is smallest
using all of them. For the binned data the experimental
results are most accurate at low q

2, the lattice QCD re-
sults, at high q

2. The optimal bins for the combination
are 1 to 6 (q2 = 0-1.2 GeV2), see Fig. 4.

We can also compare the shape more accurately to ex-
periment using the same z-space expansion that they use.
We take t

0

= t

+

(1� (1� t�/t

+

0)1/2) in Eq. 8 and a spe-
cific form for P (q2)�(q2) given in [7, 19]. Fig. 5 compares
our results at the physical point for b

1

/b

0

and b

2

/b

0

to
experiment for this case. The agreement is excellent.

Finally, we note that Fig. 3 shows both the D ! K

FIG. 5. 68% confidence limits on the shape parameter ratios
b
1

/b
0

and b
2

/b
0

from a 3-parameter z-space fit to f
+

(Eq. 8
using P� and t

0

from [7]), for lattice QCD and experiment [4,
6, 7, 20]. BaBar parameters shown are from our fit to the
binned correlated data. Our results are: b

1

/b
0

= �2.01(23),
b
2

/b
0

= 0.75(2.5) and correlation, ⇢ = �0.56.

and D

s

! ⌘

s

form factors as a function of q

2. The two
processes di↵er in their spectator quark - D ! K has a
u/d spectator and D

s

! ⌘

s

an s - but their form factors
agree to 2%. This was also found for B

(s)

! D

(s)

decays
in [21] and is likely to be a generic feature of heavy quark
decays. Model calculations give varying results [22, 23]
with O(10%) e↵ects possible.

Fig. 3 also demonstrates how small discretisation errors
are with results from coarse and fine lattices lying on top
of each other. A further check of this is a comparison of
the D

s

! ⌘

s

form factors from 1-link spatial and local
temporal vector currents which also show no di↵erence.

Conclusions. We have calculated the form factors for
D ! K semileptonic decay from full lattice QCD, and
compared the shape of the vector form factor f

+

(q2)
to experiment across the full q

2 range. We extract
V

cs

for the first time using all q

2 bins. Our result is
V

cs

= 0.963(5)
exp

(14)(3)
lattice

, which improves the ac-
curacy of our previous world’s best determination [2]
of V

cs

by over 50%. At q

2 = 0 we obtain f

+

(0) =
0.745(5)

stat

(10)
extrap

(2)
syst

.
Our result for V

cs

agrees with that from CKM matrix
unitarity (0.97344(16) [24]) and gives separate tests of
the second row and column that agree with unitarity to
3%. Combining the D

s

leptonic decay rate with lattice

FNAL/MILC (q2=0, 
HISQ), HPQCD (full q2, 
HISQ) and ETM (TM, full 
q2) updating calculations 
currently

Koponen, HPQCD, 1305.1462

See also D 4-q matrix elements, 
ETM, 1505.06639, FNAL/MILC, 
Kronfeld, Lattice 2016. 



b physics

Large b-quark mass (amb > 1 except on very finest 
lattices) mean non-relativistic effective theory approaches 
are still important, esp. when b coupled to u/d.  
Matching the non relativistic current to relativistic 
continuum QCD in powers of v and αs then the key issue.
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TABLE V: Raw lattice energies from each ensemble, errors are
from statistics/fitting only. aM⇡ are the pion masses used in
the chiral fits, aE(Bs) and aE(B) are the energies of the Bs

and B meson. Results on sets 3, 6 and 8 are new, others are
given in [11].

Set aM⇡ aE(Bs) aE(B)

1 0.23637(15) 0.6156(5) 0.5648(11)
2 0.16615(7) 0.6113(3) 0.5546(6)
3 0.10171(4) 0.6067(7) 0.5439(12)
4 0.19153(9) 0.5238(2) 0.4807(6)
5 0.13413(5) 0.5203(2) 0.4735(6)
6 0.08154(2) 0.5158(1) 0.4649(6)
7 0.14070(9) 0.4105(2) 0.3801(5)
8 0.05718(1) 0.4025(2) 0.3638(5)

bation theory. The second is to study only the physical
u/d mass results as a function of lattice spacing.

For the chiral analysis we use the same formula and
priors for MBs � MB as in [11]. Pion masses used in
the fits are listed in Table V and the chiral logarithms,
l(M2

⇡), include the finite volume corrections computed
in [18] which have negligible e↵ect on the fit. For the
decay constants the chiral formulas, including analytic
terms up to M2

⇡ and the leading logarithmic behaviour,
are (see e.g. [19]):

�s = �s0(1.0 + bsM
2
⇡/⇤2

�) (5)

� = �0

✓
1.0 + bl

M2
⇡

⇤2
�

+
1 + 3g2

2⇤2
�

✓
�3

2
l(M2

⇡)

◆◆
(6)

The coe�cients of the analytic terms bs, bl are given
priors 0.0(1.0) and �0, �s0 have 0.5(5). To allow for
discretisation errors each fit formula is multiplied by
(1.0 + d1(⇤a)2 + d2(⇤a)4), with ⇤ = 0.4 GeV. We ex-
pect discretisation e↵ects to be very similar for � and �s

and so we take the di to be the same, but di↵ering from
the di used in the MBs � MB fit. Since all actions used
here are accurate through a2 at tree-level, the prior on
d1 is taken to be 0.0(3) whereas d2 is 0.0(1.0). The di are
allowed to have mild mb dependence as in [11]. The ratio
�s/� is allowed additional light quark mass dependent
discretisation errors that could arise, for example, from
staggered taste-splittings.

Error % �Bs/�B MBs �MB �Bs �B

EM: 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0
a dependence: 0.01 0.9 0.7 0.7
chiral: 0.01 0.2 0.05 0.05
g: 0.01 0.1 0.0 0.0
stat/scale: 0.30 1.2 1.1 1.1
operator: 0.0 0.0 1.4 1.4
relativistic: 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0
total: 0.6 2.0 2.0 2.1

TABLE VI: Full error budget from the chiral fit as a percent-
age of the final answer.
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FIG. 1: Fit to the decay constant ratio �Bs/�B . The fit
result is shown in grey and errors include statistics, and chi-
ral/continuum fitting.
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FIG. 2: Fit to the decay constants �Bs and �B . Errors on the
data points include statistics/scale only. The fit error, in grey,
includes chiral/continuum fitting and perturbative errors.

The results of the decay constant chiral fits are plotted
in Figs. 1 and 2. Extrapolating to the physical point
appropriate to ml = (mu + md)/2, i.e. M⇡ = M⇡0 , we
find �Bs = 0.520(11) GeV3/2, �B = 0.428(9) GeV3/2,
�Bs/�B = 1.215(7). For MBs � MB we obtain 86(1)
MeV, in agreement with the result of [11].

Figs 3 and 4 show the results of fitting MBs � MB

and decay constants from the physical point ensembles
only, and allowing only the mass dependent discretisation
terms above. The results are �Bs = 0.515(8) GeV3/2,
�B = 0.424(7) GeV3/2, �Bs/�B = 1.216(7) and MBs �
MB = 87(1) MeV. Results and errors agree well between
the two methods and we take the central values from the
chiral fit as this allows us to interpolate to the correct
pion mass.

Our error budget is given in Table VI. The errors that
are estimated directly from the chiral/continuum fit are
those from statistics, the lattice spacing and g and other
chiral fit parameters. The two remaining sources of error
in the decay constant are missing higher order corrections
in the operator matching and relativistic corrections to

withNm ¼ Na ¼ 4 [15]. We choose c0000 ¼ 1. This expan-
sion is in powers of quark masses and the QCD scale
parameter !QCD " 0:5 GeV divided by the ultraviolet cut-
off for the lattice theory: !UV " !=a. The fit parameters
are the coefficients cijkl for each of which we use a prior of
0# 1:5, which is conservative [16]. The lattice spacing
effects are dominated by the amh terms. We include both
ams and a!QCD for completeness, but they have a very
small effect because a is small for most of our data. Leaving
out either or both makes no difference to our results.

Our data for five different lattice spacings and a wide
range of masses mHs

are presented with our fit results in
Fig. 1. The reach in mHs

grows as the lattice spacing
decreases (since we restrict amh < 1), and deviations
from the continuum curve get smaller. The fit is excellent,
with a "2 per degree of freedom of 0.36 while fitting all 17
measurements. The small "2 results from our conservative
priors (we get excellent fits and smaller errors with priors
that are half the width).

Having determined the parameters in Eq. (1), the
second step in our analysis is to set MHs

¼ MBs
, a ¼ 0,

andm#s
¼ m#s;phys in that formula to obtain our final value

for fBs
,

fBs
¼ 0:225ð4Þ GeV; (3)

which agrees well with the previous best NRQCD result of
0.231(15) GeV [17] but is almost 4 times more accurate.
Our result also agrees with the recent result of 0.232
(10) GeV from the ETM collaboration, although that
analysis includes only two of the three light quarks in the
quark sea [18]7 (see [8]).

Our total error is split into its component parts following
the procedure described in [19] to give the error budget in
Table III. It shows that the dominant errors come from
statistical uncertainties in the simulations, the mHs

! mBs

extrapolation, the a2 ! 0 extrapolation, and uncertainties
in the scale-setting parameter r1. Our analysis of fDs

in [6]
indicates that finite volume errors, errors due to mistuned
sea-quark masses, errors from the lack of electromagnetic
corrections, and errors due to lack of c quarks in the sea are
all significantly less than 1%, and so negligible compared
with our other uncertainties. Our final result is also insen-
sitive to the detailed form of the fit function; for example,
doubling the number of terms has negligible effect (0:03$)
on the errors and value.
We have also included in Fig. 1 (right) a plot of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mHs

p
fHs

for different values of mHs
. This shows that there are large

nonleading terms in fHs
, beyond the leading 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mHs

p
behavior predicted by HQET. Our simulation nevertheless
provides evidence for the leading term. Treating exponent
b in Eq. (1) as a fit parameter, rather than setting it equal to
&0:5, we find a best-fit value of b ¼ &0:51ð13Þ, in ex-
cellent agreement with the HQET prediction. This is the
first empirical evidence for this behavior.

FIG. 1 (color online). The leptonic decay constant fHs
for pseudoscalar h"s mesons Hs, plotted on the left versus the Hs mass

as the h-quark’s mass is varied. The solid line and gray band show our best-fit estimates for the decay constants extrapolated
to zero lattice spacing. Best-fit results (dashed lines) and simulation data are also shown for five different lattice spacings, with
results for smaller lattice spacings extending to higher masses (since we restrict amh < 1). The simulation data points have
been corrected for small mistunings of the s quark’s mass. On the right the same simulation data and fits are plotted for

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mHs

p
fHs

versus 1=mHs
.

TABLE III. Dominant sources of uncertainty in our determi-
nations of the Bs decay constant and the Bs & #b mass differ-
ence. Contributions are shown from the extrapolations inmHs

, a2

and ms, as well as statistical errors in the simulation data and
errors associated with the scale-setting parameter r1. Other
errors are negligible.

fBs
mBs

&m#b
=2

Monte Carlo statistics 1.30% 1.49%
mHs

! mBs
extrapolation 0.81 0.05

r1 uncertainty 0.74 0.33
a2 ! 0 extrapolation 0.63 0.76
m#s

! m#s;phys extrapolation 0.13 0.18
r1=a uncertainties 0.12 0.17
Total 1.82% 1.73%

HIGH-PRECISION fBs
AND HEAVY QUARK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 00

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS
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HPQCD, 1302.2644, 
NRQCD b and HISQ light. 
Perturbative current 
normln.

HPQCD, 1110.4510 
using HISQ quarks and 
absolutely normalised axial 
current.   
see Komijani, FNAL/MILC,Lattice2016 for 
update.

fBs = 225(4)MeV

fBs = 224(5)MeV

fB = 186(4)MeV

extrapoln in mu/d

extrapoln in ‘mb’
nf=2+1

nf=2+1+1

B/Bs decay 
constants

B ! ⌧⌫
Bs " µµ

! Super rare decay in SM with well! Super rare decay in SM with well

predicted BR(Bs " µµ) = (3.55±0.33)×10-9

! Sensitive to NP in MSSM

BR ∝ tan6β / M4
A

! Best present limit is from CDF:

BR(B " ) 4 10 8 @ 90% CL

CDF

BR(Bs " µµ) < 4.7×10-8 @ 90% CL 

! For the SM prediction

LHCb expects 8 signal and 12LHCb expects 8 signal and 12

background events in the most

sensitive bin in 2 fb-1  . Background is

dominated by semileptonic decaysdominated by semileptonic decays

of different b quarks

! 3σ evidence with 2 fb-1 

5σ observation with 6fb-1 

11BaBar Symposium April 2009 

Enables SM branching fraction to be determined for: 

Br(Bs � µ+µ�) = Af2
Bs

MBs |V ⇤
tbVts|2�(Bs)

2013: Updated result from lattice 
QCD fBs:

Now seen by LHC (CMS/
LHCb)with  
!
Improved accuracy from  
Run 2 will allow strong 
test against SM. 
Bd rate a bit high vs SM …

LHCb: November 2012

(including          effect in time-integration)

3.47(19)⇥ 10�9

��

HPQCD: R Dowdall et al,1302.2644. 

Br = 2.8(6)⇥ 10�9
1411.4413

Bs/d

! µ+µ�
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200 250 300

fB (MeV)        fBs (MeV)        

HPQCD 11,12

FNAL/MILC 11

HPQCD 12

RBC/UKQCD 14

Aoki 14

HPQCD 13
u, d, s, c sea

u, d, s sea

PDG 2015 Nf >= 3 averages

ETM 13

1.9%

Enter rates for leptonic decays 
B→τν and Bd,s→μ+μ-

Most precise fB+ calculation employs  
physical-mass pions [HPQCD, 
PRL110, 222003 (2013)] 
➡ No chiral-extrapolation error

Most precise fBs uses highly-improved 
staggered (HISQ) b-quark action 
[HPQCD, PRD85, 031503 (2012)]

Lattice axial current absolutely 
normalized � no renormalization 
error

Confirmation from several independent 
calculations using different gauge-field 
configurations, light-, and b-quark actions 
[see PDG review by Rosner, Stone, & 
RV, arXiv:1509.02220]

��.'40/�&'%#:�%0/45#/54

��

τ
−

ντ

H−b

B−

ū

W-

2.2%

van der Water Beauty2016

Different approaches give 
good agreement but 
accuracy worse than K/D

b quark formalism

twisted mass
NRQCD
RHQ

*new* - test accuracy of NRQCD 
by comparing results from pseudo 
scalar and temporal axial currents

HPQCD, C. Hughes, CD, in prep

HISQ
Fermilab clover
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a2(fm2)
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NLO
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±2.2%

NRQCD



2.2 Matrix elements relevant for BSM physics

Comparison with Nf = 2 ETM collaboration 1308.1851 results

Open symbols: ETM

Full symbols: our results

* Errors range from ⇠ 5� 15%, larger for Bd matrix elements.

4-quark op. matrix elements for SM and BSM

B0
s,d �B

0
s,d

Gamiz: Wed. 2:40pm

HPQCD:1411.6989 in progress, 
nf=2+1+1, NRQCD/HISQ 
physical mu/d . Direct calc. of 
bag params reduces unity. 
+ Wingate, Lattice2016, ops for 

B0
s,d B

0
s,d

ETM:nf=2, 1308.1851, TM 
heavy, extrap to b, RI-MOM 
renorm.
FNAL/MILC, nf=2+1, 
1602.03560, clover b, pert. 
renorm.  

op.

SM

��s

Q�B=2
HW

2.4 Extraction of CKM matrix elements

Alternatively, use �Mexpt
q and determine CKM factors

|Vtd |  × 10
3

|Vts |  × 10
3

7 8 9 35 39 43

∆Mq:

this work

PDG

B→K(π)µ
+
µ

−

CKM unitarity:

full

tree

   

   |Vtd  / Vts |  

0.18 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.23      

* B ! K(⇡)µ+µ� results from D. Du et al, 1510.02349

* Full/tree CKM unitarity results come from CKMfitter’s fit using all inputs/only

observable mediated at tree level of weak interactions.

** Our results for |Vtd|, |Vts| are 2�, 2.9� below the CKM tree-fit results

2σ tension w. tree 
input unitarity

FNAL/MILC:nf=2+1, 
1602.03560, Fermilab b, pert. 
renorm.



Semileptonic decay processes T. Kawanai, Vub,Mon. 4:20pm 
M. Wingate, Vcb, Thus. 9:00am 
R. van der Water, Beauty2016

B ! ⇡`⌫

Bs ! K`⌫

1) b to light
• SM tree-level decays, calc. form factor (f+) needed to 
extract Vub from exclusive exptl rate

⇤b ! p`⌫

R. Van de Water Lattice QCD for B-meson physics

-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
z

0

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.005 26.4 25 20 15 10 5 0
q2 (GeV2)

BaBar untagged (2012)
BaBar untagged (2011)
Belle tagged B0 (2013)
Belle tagged B+ (2013)
Belle untagged (2011)|Vub| (1-q2/mB*) f+

B→πlν form factors (2015)

10

~3.5%
f+ error

Two independent calculations 
last year!

First RBC/UKQCD f+ & f0  

[PRDD91 (2015) 7, 074510]

New FNAL/MILC f+ with 
more statistics & finer lattice 
spacings, and first f0
[PRDD92 (2015) 1, 014024]

Extend lattice results to 
q2�16 GeV2 using model-
independent z-expansion

f+(q2) shape consistent with 

measured B→πlν dB/dq2

Obtain |Vub| from joint z-fit to 
lattice + experimental data

z-expansion

R. Van de Water Lattice QCD for B-meson physics

Predictions for semileptonic decay rates and other observables depend upon 
hadronic form factors

Standard-Model tree-level B→πlν decays mediated by vector current
Flavor-changing-neutral-current decays (B→πl+l-, B→Kl+l-, B→πνν ̅, & B→Kνν ̅) also 
involve tensor current
Three form factors f+, f0, & fT suffice to parameterize (factorizable) hadronic 
contributions to ALL Standard Model and new-physics B→π(K) processes

9

Semileptonic B→π and B→K decays

µ−

νµ

W−

ub

d̄dd̄d

B→πlν:
f+ & f0 

d̄

u

µ+

µ−

u

u, c, t

W−

b̄

γ

b̄

B→πll:
f+ , f0 , & fT 

*baryon form factors*

FNAL/MILC:1503.07839; 
RBC/UKQCD:1501.05373

HPQCD:1406.2279; 
RBC/UKQCD:1501.05373

Detmold, Lehner, Meinel:1503.07839

FNAL/MILC:1503.07839

B ! ⇡`⌫

Extract form factors at high q2, 
close to zero recoil, work with z-
expansion in comparison to expt. 

2-3σ  lower than inclusive value.  
Vub = 3.72(16)⇥ 10�3



Lattice QCD impact on light-cone-sum-rule calcns of 
B ! ⇡`⌫ form factor at q2 = 0

HPQCD  
preliminary

Lattice QCD gives meson 
vector (     ) form factor at high 
q2.. Pert. QCD gives in terms of 
distribution amplitudes, used for 

 0

 0.2

 0.4

 0.6

 0.8

 1

 1.2

 1.4

 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9

q2  f+ d
s(q

2 ) G
eV

2

q2 (GeV2) 

f+=1/(1+<r2>q2/6)

f+=8/f2_s(q
2/4)/q2

non-asympt. distn. amp.

a=0.12fm lattices
a=0.09fm lattices

Future:  
can reach 8-10 
GeV2 with finer 
lattices. 
JLAB expt will 
reach 6 GeV2 for 
π in 2018-19

B ! ⇡`⌫

(spacelike)

ss �⇡

 
x

y

1� x

1� y

+ · · ·
!

�

⇤
⇡

HPQCD, J. Koponen, A. 
Santos et al, in prep. 
see also: moments of DA 
calc: Braun et al, 
1503.03656



R. Van de Water Lattice QCD for B-meson physics

Predictions for semileptonic decay rates and other observables depend upon 
hadronic form factors

Standard-Model tree-level B→πlν decays mediated by vector current
Flavor-changing-neutral-current decays (B→πl+l-, B→Kl+l-, B→πνν ̅, & B→Kνν ̅) also 
involve tensor current
Three form factors f+, f0, & fT suffice to parameterize (factorizable) hadronic 
contributions to ALL Standard Model and new-physics B→π(K) processes

9

Semileptonic B→π and B→K decays

µ−

νµ

W−

ub

d̄dd̄d

B→πlν:
f+ & f0 

d̄

u

µ+

µ−

u

u, c, t

W−

b̄

γ

b̄

B→πll:
f+ , f0 , & fT 

• Flavour-changing neutral currents: f+, f0, fT form 
factors parameterise SM, BSM processes. 

B ! ⇡``

Bs ! �``

⇤b ! ⇤`` Detmold, Lehner, Meinel:1602.01399
20

0 5 10 15 20

�0.4

�0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4
A`

FB = 3
2K̂1c

FIG. 9. ⇤b ! ⇤(! p+⇡�)µ+µ� angular observables calculated in the Standard Model (for unpolarized ⇤b), compared to
experimental data from LHCb, where available [28] (black points). The observables K̂

3s and K̂
3sc are negligibly small in the

Standard Model and are therefore not shown here.

3σ 
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LHCb [arXiv:1509.00414]
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LHCb [JHEP 1406, 133 (2014)]

FIG. 5. Standard-Model partially integrated branching ratios for B+ ! ⇡+µ+µ� decay (left)
and B+ ! K+µ+µ� decay (right) using the Fermilab/MILC form factors [48, 62, 63] compared
with experimental measurements from LHCb [45, 55] for the wide q2 bins above and below the
charmonium resonances.

LHCb quotes measured values for binned di↵erential branching fractions [55], which we
convert to partially integrated branching fractions for ease of comparison with Eq. (4.1):

�B(B+ ! ⇡+µ+µ�)exp ⇥ 109 GeV2 =

⇢
4.55

�
+1.05
�1.00

�
(0.15) 1 GeV2  q2  6 GeV2,

3.29
�
+0.84
�0.70

�
(0.07) 15 GeV2  q2  22 GeV2,

(4.2)
where the two errors are statistical and systematic.

Figure 5 (left panel) compares the Standard-Model predictions from Ref. [63] and LHCb
for the wide bins. The result for the low q2 interval below the charm resonances agrees with
the experimental measurement, but that for the high q2 interval di↵ers at the 1.9� level. The
combination of the two bins, including the theoretical correlations from Tables VII, and VIII
and treating the experimental bins as uncorrelated, yields a �2/dof = 3.7/2 (p = 0.15), and
thus disfavors the Standard-Model hypothesis at 1.4� confidence level.

Although LHCb’s recent measurement of the B ! ⇡`+`+ di↵erential decay rate [55] is
compatible with the Standard-Model predictions, the uncertainties leave room for sizable
new-physics contributions. In the high-q2 interval, 15 GeV2  q2  22 GeV2, the theoretical
and experimental errors are commensurate. Future, more precise measurements after the
LHCb upgrade will refine the comparison, thereby strengthening the test of the Standard
Model.

2. B ! K`+`� observables

Here we present results for B ! K`+`� (` = µ, ⌧) observables in the Standard Model
using the Fermilab/MILC B ! K form factors [62]. Many previous phenomenological anal-
yses of B ! K`+`� related the tensor form factor fT to the vector form factor f

+

based on
approximate symmetries [78, 100]. The HPQCD Collaboration has also presented results
for B ! K observables using their own lattice-QCD form-factor determinations [43]. We
improve upon the Standard-Model predictions in that work and in Ref. [62] by incorporat-
ing hard-scattering contributions at low q2 and by using Wilson coe�cients that include

20

B ! K(⇤)``

FNAL/MILC:1510.02349 
HPQCD:1306.0434

HPQCD:1310.3887

2σ 
tension

constraints on new 
physics …



1) b to charm
SM tree-level decays, calc. form factor 
(f+) needed to extract Vcb from 
exclusive exptl rate

B ! D`⌫

B ! D⇤`⌫

FNAL/MILC:
1503.07237 
HPQCD:1505.03925 
RBC/UKQCD: Witzel 
Lattice2016

B D⇤

⌫
µVcb

near zero recoil

at zero recoil

⇤b ! ⇤c`⌫ Detmold, Lehner, Meinel:
1503.01421

FNAL/MILC:1403.0635 
HPQCD: Harrison, 
Lattice2016

�	�!#/�&'�"#5'3 �#55+%'�����(03���.'40/�1*:4+%4

�.1-+%#5+0/4�(03�5*'A<!9$<�16;;-'B

��

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

103|Vcb|

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

10
3 |V

ub
|

ï¿½ 2015 Andreas Kronfeld, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
pexcl. = 0.27
68% CL
95% CL

B→D*lν

B→Dlν

Λb→
plν

Λb→
Λclν

B→πlν

B→Xulν
& B→Xclν

[fit from Kronfeld]

LQCD will continue to address “Vxb” 
puzzle through: 

❖ New b→u decays (e.g. Bs→Klν)

❖ Independent Λb→p & Λb→Λc 
form factors

❖ B→D*lν form factors at w>1

|Vcb| from B→D*lν extrapolates 
measurement to zero recoil using 

CLN parameterization ➜ time for 
model-independent analysis!Kronfeld

Adds to inclusive/exclusive 
tension for CKM elements



New results for                         at zero recoil B ! D⇤`⌫

*NEW* nf=2+1+1, using NRQCD b, HISQ c , HISQ light 
with physical mu/d . O(αs) renormln of current. 

HPQCD, Harrison et 
al, Lattice2016; 
Wingate, Thurs 9am

PREVIOUS: nf=2+1, Fermilab b + c , asqtad light. Double 
ratios improve stats/systs. O(αs) renormln of current. 

PRELIMINARY
Vcb = 41.5(1.7)⇥ 10�3

consistent with both
V FNAL/MILC
cb = 39.5(9)⇥ 10�3

and
V inclusive
cb = 42.2(7)⇥ 10�3

need to improve renormln + 
work at non-zero recoil …

only 
one f.f. 
at zero 
recoil



New methods using relativistic formalisms A. Lytle, 
Wed. 10:10For Bc decays with HISQ b and HISQ c we can  

• use currents that are absolutely normalised 
• cover the fill q2 range of the decay  
• use this to normalise NRQCD-HISQ current for B ! D(⇤)
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1
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HPQCD Preliminary

q2 = 0
HISQ a ⇡ 0.09 fm

HISQ a ⇡ 0.06 fm

HISQ a ⇡ 0.045 fm

NRQCD a ⇡ 0.09 fm

NRQCD a ⇡ 0.06 fm

q2
max

HISQ a ⇡ 0.09 fm

HISQ a ⇡ 0.06 fm

HISQ a ⇡ 0.045 fm

NRQCD a ⇡ 0.12 fm

NRQCD a ⇡ 0.09 fm

NRQCD a ⇡ 0.06 fm

5 6 7 8 9 10
M⌘h

[GeV]

0.45

0.50
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0.60
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0.70

0.75

0.80

0.85

A
1
(q

2
=

0)

HPQCD Preliminary

HISQ a ⇡ 0.06 fm

HISQ a ⇡ 0.045 fm

NRQCD a ⇡ 0.09 fm

Bc ! ⌘c`⌫

Bc ! J/ `⌫

Good agreement at q2max (zero recoil) and 
q2=0 shows no large missing renormln for 
NRQCD-HISQ. 

extrapolate in heavy 
quark mass to b



QCD parameters



4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5
mb(mb,n f = 5)(GeV)

HPQCD NRQCD JJ

HPQCD HISQ ratio n f = 4

ETMC ratio

HPQCD HISQ JJ n f = 3

HPQCD NRQCD E0

0.112 0.115 0.118 0.121
aMS(MZ,n f = 5)

HPQCD– j j this paper
ETMC 1310.3763

u,d,s,c sea
u,d,s sea

Basavov et al 1407.8437v2
HPQCD– j j 1004.4285
HPQCD–Wnm 1004.4285

JLQCD 1002.0371
PACS-CS 0906.3906
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FIG. 7. Recent lattice QCD determinations of the QCD coupling
(nf = 5) evaluated at scale MZ . The gray band is the weighted
average of the results: 0.1185(4). We include our jj result for nf =
3 in the average, but not our new nf = 4 result since systematic
errors are correlated between the two results. The results shown here
come from this paper and [37–41].

In this paper, we have redone our earlier nf = 3 analysis [2]
using simulations with nf = 4 sea quarks: u, d, s and c. Our
new results,

mc(3 GeV, nf = 4) = 0.9851(63) GeV (52)
↵
MS

(MZ , nf = 5) = 0.11822(74), (53)

agree well with our earlier results of 0.986(6) GeV and
0.1183(7), suggesting that contributions from c quarks in
the sea are reliably estimated using perturbation theory (as
expected). Our c mass is about 1.8� lower than the re-
cent result from the ETMC collaboration, also using nf =

4 simulations but with a different method [36]: they get
mc(mc) = 1.348(42) GeV, compared with our nf = 4 re-
sult of 1.2715(95) GeV.

Our new result for the coupling (Eq. (53)) agrees with re-
sults from other collaborations, who use different methods
from us (and each other). Recent results (nf = 3 or 4) are
summarized in Fig. 7.

We updated our earlier nf = 3 analysis [32] of the ra-
tio mc/ms of quark masses using our nf = 4 data. This
is a relatively simple analysis of data from Table II. Our new
value is:

mc(µ, nf )

ms(µ, nf )

= 11.652(65). (54)

It agrees well with our previous result 11.85(16), but is much
more accurate. We compare our new result with others in
Fig. 8.

We obtain a new estimate for the s mass by combining our
new result for mc/ms with our new estimate of the c mass
(Eq. (52), converted from nf = 4):

ms(µ, nf = 3) =

(
93.6(8) MeV µ = 2GeV

84.7(7) MeV µ = 3GeV.
(55)

FIG. 8. Lattice QCD determinations of the ratio of the c and s quarks’
masses. The ratios come from this paper and references [32, 33, 36,
42, 43]. The gray band is the weighted average of the three nf = 4
results: 11.700(46).

75 80 85 90 95
ms(3GeV,n f = 3)

HPQCD this paper

ETMC 1403.4504
u,d,s,c sea

u,d,s sea

RBC/UKQCD 1411.7017

Durr et al 1011.2403

HPQCD 0910.3102

HPQCD (pert) 0511160

FIG. 9. Lattice QCD determinations of the MS s-quark mass
ms(3GeV, nf = 3) in MeV. These masses come this paper and
references [32, 36, 44–46] The gray band is the weighted average of
these results: 84.1(5)MeV.

This brings the error below 1% for the first time. Values for
ms(µ, nf = 4) are smaller by about 0.2 MeV. Our new result
agrees with our previous analysis and also with other recent
nf = 3 or 4 analyses:

ms(2 GeV) =

8
><

>:

92.4(1.5) MeV HPQCD [32],
99.6(4.3) MeV ETMC [36],
95.5(1.9) MeV Durr et al [44],

ms(3 GeV) = 81.64(1.17) MeV RBC/UKQCD [45].
(56)

We compare these nonperturbative results in Fig. 9, together
with an earlier perturbative determination from [46].

Finally, we have also updated our previous (nf = 3) non-

Quark masses and strong coupling constant  

Multiple lattice QCD 
methods now that agree to 
high accuracy

1408.4169

1408.5768

1302.3739

1408.4169

1408.4169

1004.4285

ghost-gluon
static potential

SF method

VPF

RI-SMOM

RI-MOM

RI-MOM



Conclusion

Lunghi:1602.03560

Lattice QCD continues to make progress - reducing errors 
and testing them using multiple methods.

The impact is seen in the unitarity triangle: 

(⇢, ⌘)
allowed



Overview of progress in Lattice QCD since 2014 -  
key messages
•Lattice QCD methods - now working with physical 
mu/d. 
• Update of kaon physics - very accurate 
calculations possible for hadronic quantities 
needed for Kl2, Kl3. QED/mu.ne.md being added.
• Update of charm physics - use of relativistic 
actions means accuracy approaching that of kaon 
for decay constants. Semileptonic form factors 
being improved. 
• Update of bottom physics - lots of work going on, 
and errors going down, but a lot still to do. Will 
move to relativistic actions eventually …
• Conclusions
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The gold-plated meson spectrum 
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Error budget for HISQ current-current method

HPQCD,  
1408.4169

8

TABLE IV. Error budget [31] for the c mass, QCD coupling, and
the ratios of quark masses mc/ms and mb/mc from the nf = 4
simulations described in this paper. Each uncertainty is given as a
percentage of the final value. The different uncertainties are added in
quadrature to give the total uncertainty. Only sources of uncertainty
larger than 0.05% have been listed.

mc(3) ↵MS(MZ) mc/ms mb/mc

Perturbation theory 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0
Statistical errors 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3

a2 ! 0 0.3 0.3 0.0 1.0
�msea

uds ! 0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0
�msea

c ! 0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0
mh 6= mc (Eq. (15)) 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

Uncertainty in w0, w0/a 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.4
↵0 prior 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

Uncertainty in m⌘s 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0
mh/mc ! mb/mc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4

�m⌘c : electromag., annih. 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1
�m⌘b : electromag., annih. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

Total: 0.64% 0.63% 0.55% 1.20%

FIG. 2. Lattice-spacing dependence of reduced moments R̃n for
⌘h masses within 5% of m⌘c , and n = 4, 6, 8, 10. The dashed
lines show our fit, and the points at a = 0 are the continuum extrap-
olations of the lattice data.

large, as is clear from Figure 1 and also Figure 2. Also the de-
pendence of our results on the light sea-quark masses is quite
small and independent of the lattice spacing, as illustrated by
Figure 3.

Our results change by �/3 if we fit only the n = 4 and 6
moments, but the errors are 35% larger. Leaving out n = 4,
instead, leaves the c mass almost unchanged, but increases the
error in the coupling by 60% (with the same central value).
We limit our analysis to heavy quark masses with am

0h 
0.8, as in our previous analysis. Reducing that limit to 0.7, for
example, has no impact on the central values of results and
increases our errors only slightly (less than 10%).

We tested the reliability of our error estimates for the per-
turbation theory by refitting our data using only a subset of
the known perturbative coefficients. The results are presented
in Fig. 4, which shows values for mc(3 GeV) and ↵

MS

(MZ)

FIG. 3. Light sea-quark mass dependence of reduced moments R̃n

for mh = mc, and n = 4, 6, 8, 10. Results are shown for our two
coarsest lattices: a = 0.12 fm (three points in blue) and a = 0.09 fm
(two points in red). The dashed lines show the corresponding results
from our fit. Note that the slopes of the lines are independent of the
lattice spacing, as expected.

from fits that treat perturbative coefficients beyond order N
as fit parameters, with priors as in Eq. (24). Results from dif-
ferent orders agree with each other, providing evidence that
our estimates of truncation errors are reliable. This plot also
shows the steady convergence of perturbation theory as addi-
tional orders are added.

As a further test of perturbation theory, we refit our nonper-
turbative data treating the leading perturbative coefficients, �

0

and �
0

, in the evolution equations for the mass (Eq. (21)) and
coupling (Eq. (20)) as fit parameters with priors of 0 ± 1. The
fit gives

�
0

= 0.292(19) �
0

= 0.675(54), (41)

in good agreement with the exact results of 0.318 and 0.663,
respectively. So our nonperturbative results for the correlators
show clear evidence for the evolution of mc(µ) and ↵

MS

(µ)

as µ = 3mh varies from 3mc to 9mc.


